3 DR: First of all, I knew the people in Georgia best able to help: Shukia Apridonidze who had taught me Georgian thirty-five years before and had become the presenter of a TV programme on writing correct Georgian; the linguist Ariane Chanturia, the son of a Scottish mother and Georgian father, then in his eighties, but still perfectly bilingual; a computer expert, Levan Chkhaidze, who had been employed by the Red Army to calculate the casualties of World War III and whose skills were ideal for calculating all the occurrences of Georgian words in the press that were not to be found in the dictionaries; Laurence Broers, a brilliant student who could charm his way into any milieu, from warlords and drug-dealers to bishops and peasants, in search of colloquial jargons; Rusiko Amerijibi-Mullen, a woman who had been married to a Texan long enough to overcome the taboo Georgian women observe about not revealing the language they use when no men are present. Secondly, the Arts Funding councils in 2001 were for the first time biased in favour of lexicography. Thirdly, Leverhulme were willing to award me three years' freedom from other duties to get the project underway. The work is unimaginably extensive, but quite therapeutic, like basket-weaving: I understood why the Oxford English Dictionary was compiled largely with the help of the inhabitants of Broadmoor.
BK: Was your longstanding background in Russian in any way key to accessing Georgian language and literature? DR: In a way, yes, because the Georgian intelligentsia in Tsarist and Soviet times was interconnected, even intermarried, with Russia, and in Tbilisi then (if not now) educated Georgians were bilingual in Russian. But it could be a barrier: if you spoke bad Georgian, you were answered in serviceable Russian, whereas learners who knew no Russian made faster progress. As for literature, Russian has only slightly influenced Georgian, which is too rooted in its own medieval writing, its own poetics and in its own folklore to be very susceptible to Russian novels, lyrics or DR: One problem is the lack of translators: Georgians themselves dare to make their own translations, but these, however qualified the translator, will never be of acceptable quality, even with pro-active editors; there is an urgent need for more translators, and the best hope for the future will be the bilingual products of mixed 
